
Cockaynes Wood Newsletter No. 15 March  2013

A newsletter of  recent wildlife sightings and events at Cockaynes Wood and the 
adjoining countryside.

Bird Notes
Since  the  last  newsletter  we  have  gone  from  winter  to  spring  and  back  again.
Responding to my story of Long-tailed Tits appearing in my garden, David Barnard sent
a picture of  an approachable  Fieldfare that  adopted his garden and its store of old
apples in February. At the time of writing (12th March) , Fieldfares are once again  flying
about a snow  covered landscape in  search of  food. 

Amongst  other  winter  visitors  tracked down   by  Glyn  Evans  was  this  superb  male
Brambling at Sunnymead Farm.



Siskins,  those  dainty  green  and  yellow  finches,  are  numerous  in  Alresford  at  the
moment, and  visits by a female  to  the peanut-feeder in my garden suggest that they
have moved into the village as their natural food supplies are exhausted. You can hear
them twittering away in a clump of  large trees between Ford Lane and Church Road. 
Just when we can start expecting the first summer migrants, such as Wheatears and
Chiffchaffs, somebody has opened the freezer again. Yet just a couple of weeks ago (3rd

March)  the  first  Lapwing  had  returned  to  the  Cockaynes  wet  meadow  and  was
announcing  its  territorial  stake  with  display  flight  and  loud  “pee-wits”.  5  pairs  of
Shelduck  had returned  to  the wetland  along with  a  Common Snipe and pairs  of
Canada Goose, Greylag Goose and  Little Grebe. They will  all be ready to  carry on

where they left off as soon as the temperatures start to climb again.

Dave Dutton has provided a fine picture of a Sparrowhawk male in the rain to contrast
with  Glyn's  dapper specimen from  recent newsletter pages.

Thanks to  Glyn, Mo, Dave,and David for their news and photos.

Bird Behaviour Never Before Seen (by me)
I have written before about the Gadwall, a rather sober-coloured duck similar in size and
general behaviour to a Mallard. (It's one of my favourite ducks, as it happens). Gadwalls
can often be seen on the Cockaynes wetland in late winter; they upend  while swimming
to collect   vegetable food from the  bottom, flashing a black and white rear end.  In
February I found about 30 Gadwall  on the large fishing lake at Ford Lane, Alresford,
mostly in pairs, and with many of the pairs associating with single  Coots. Instead of
upending to collect their own food, they were waiting while the Coots dived , and when



the Coots surfaced with a beakful of  water-weed, the Gadwall  pairs appeared to be
collecting  stray  bits  of  weed  from  the  surface.  There  was  no  obvious  aggression
between the different species and it seemed like quite a sensible way for the ducks to
exploit a food supply  which (presumably because the water was too deep) they couldn't
otherwise get to.  I hoped I had discovered a new phenomenon but this behaviour is
apparently  well  documented  and  may  help  to  explain  why  Gadwalls  are  a  fairly
successful and expanding species, if Coots help them find food in winter!

 Rare Spider Alert
If  you  want  to  avoid  seeing  a  (perfectly  respectable)  spider  picture,  you  can  avoid
scrolling down to the last page where I have placed the photo. I know not everybody
likes spiders but I suppose everybody knows that they are actually totally fascinating
(and useful). Just this morning on Radio 4 was a mention of how spider silk has been
used  through  the  ages  to  help  wounds  to  heal,  because  of  the  material's  high
compatibility with human tissue...  I digress.

While renewing a length of boardwalk in Villa Wood  on March 3rd,    observant volunteer
Nick Shimwell  saw  several unusual-looking arachnids which were sheltering  under one
of  the  old  boardwalk  sections  that  had been taken up.  He photographed them and
excitingly, the spiders have been identified as  a Cave Spider (Meta) species. The exact
species hasn't yet been determined but  this is undoubtedly an uncommon species and
particularly so in Essex, from where there are only 3 or 4 records.  The more usual
habitat appears to be caves, culverts, etc. The spider may  originally have  eked out an
existence  in  one  of  several  dark,  damp  habitats  on  the  site  –  such  as  the  old
weighbridge, or one of the culverts that Sixpenny Brook goes through. We will  try to
ensure that the right conditions still exist  for it, by replacing the old boardwalk sections
near the new ones .

Diary Dates
Cockaynes Wood Trust  will be organising a Dawn Chorus Walk on the early morning
of Saturday 4th May (5.00 a.m. to 6.45 a.m.). This will include breakfast after the walk at
Alresford Village Hall. Booking is essential  as numbers will be limited . A charge of £10
will  include  breakfast.     We have  an  excellent  chance  of  hearing  such  birds  as
Nightingale, Blackcap, Turtle Dove and many others. To book, or for further information,
please contact Robin by email (robin.cottrill@gmail.com) or by phone at 01206 826418.
The Cockaynes Wood Open Day will be on Saturday May 18th this year from 11.00 to
4.00, with guided walks, pond-dipping, refreshments and  other  activities such as pole-
lathe displays. There will be ample parking in the old quarry yard. Please make a diary
note not to miss it!

Work Party News
The boardwalk  reconstruction proceeds slowly, inevitably so given the nature of the 
plastic materials (meaning that you can't do as you do with wood, and use jolly big nails).
We have now achieved  getting on for 5 sections of 3  metres each – maybe a quarter of
the total! We will however get there in the end. The next regular monthly work party date 
is Sunday April 14th  .  All welcome and for any part of the time. Meeting place is the 
former  quarry yard. Contact number for work party is 077545 20323 (Robin). Further 
safety felling has now been completed in Cockaynes Wood to ensure the footpaths can 
be walked safely. Birch seedlings have been trimmed along the south edge of 
Cockaynes wood to promote growth of Heather, Gorse and Broom.



This monthly newsletter is available on request to anyone interested. All contributions of 
wildlife observations will be welcomed by the Editor Robin Cottrill 
(robin.cottrill@gmail.com) (tel 01206 826418).These can be from the Cockaynes Wood 
site or surrounding area (Alresford, Wivenhoe or Elmstead). Please keep me supplied 
with your wildlife observations!

For those with a particular interest in birds, the excellent website 
http://www.wivenhoeforum.co.uk/discussion/1062/birds-of-wivenhoe
will provide  recent bird news, discussion and pictures.

Cave Spider photographed by Nick Shimwell. Note the black and red striped legs and 
shiny appearance.


